Offre n°2023-06726

PhD Position F/M Sharing FAIR protocols and workflows to better understand analytical variability in neuroimaging

Le descriptif de l'offre ci-dessous est en Anglais

Type de contrat : CDD

Niveau de diplôme exigé : Bac + 5 ou équivalent

Fonction : Doctorant

A propos du centre ou de la direction fonctionnelle

The Inria Centre at Rennes University is one of Inria's eight centres and has more than thirty research teams. The Inria Centre is a major and recognized player in the field of digital sciences. It is at the heart of a rich R&D and innovation ecosystem: highly innovative PMEs, large industrial groups, competitiveness clusters, research and higher education players, laboratories of excellence, technological research institute, etc.

Contexte et atouts du poste

Applications are invited for a PhD fellowship under the supervision of Dr. Camille Maumet and Dr. Elise Bannier. This position is part of the PEPR Santé numérique ShareFAIR.

10 years ago, a series of publications pointed to the difficulty of reproducing scientific findings (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). This reproducibility crisis was a wake-up call for scientific communities to rethink how we practice research, and an important driver towards greater transparency and robust results. Ever since, biomedical imaging undertook various efforts to overcome reproducibility issues:

- From increasing sample sizes for higher statistical power, to data sharing and increased collaborations to acquire such samples, and promoting detailed reporting practices and code sharing to ease computational reproducibility. In particular, the FAIR principles, which stand for “Findable Accessible Interoperable and Reusable” (Wilkinson et al., 2016) have increasingly been used to describe and share open data. But for shared data to be truly reusable they must be accompanied by metadata that provide a complete description of the workflows that led to their creation.

As an illustration, in the field of brain imaging (like in many other data-intense fields of research), the tools and approaches to analyse a dataset have multiplied. Those tools are very valuable to practitioners and have brought the capacity to process more data more reliably and efficiently. But – each approach provides its own version of the results – and overall approach multiplicity leads to a very large space of possible results leaving practitioners at a loss to find the right answer to their research question. Until recently, this analytical variability induced by different protocols and pipelines/workflows on the results was typically ignored, considering it as negligible compared to other sources of variability (induced by participant samples, test-retest, etc.). In 2020 a landmark paper (Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020) challenged this status-quo in neuroimaging: 70 teams were given the same dataset and asked to answer the same yes/no research questions. Each team chose a given approach leading to heterogeneous and sometimes contradictory findings. Modelling properly such approaches and sharing them as FAIR protocols and workflows following the ShareFAIR framework will make it possible to better understand the causes of analytical variability and their practical impact on neuroimaging use-cases.

The goal of this PhD fellowship will be to improve the description of neuroimaging protocols (high-level descriptions of the main acquisition and processing steps and parameters) and workflows (pipeline, finer-grained description representing a concrete implementation) using the FAIR principles. This will make it possible to list, query and compare workflows in neuroimaging and therefore answer important open questions such as: amongst the whole set of tools, algorithms and parameters available to brain imaging practitioners: which are the most used in the community? Are there specific sets of algorithms and parameters that are always excluded? Etc.

ShareFAIR belongs to the Program 2 of the PEPR "Tackling the challenges of the uses of multi-scale personalized health data" and focuses on the axis 5 of this program to help understand and interpret correctly datasets obtained.

Mission confiée
Research themes: Knowledge representation, open workflows, open data, brain imaging, Neuroinformatics, Reproducibility

Keywords: Analytical variability, FAIR data, data processing, open science, reproducibility, brain

The selected fellow will: 1/ Identify protocols and workflows associated with large open neuroimaging datasets (see below for an initial list of datasets to be considered), 2/ share workflows and protocols using the standard and best practices developed in ShareFAIR, 3/ Explore neuroimaging workflows and protocols to identify patterns of interest (e.g. which pipelines are most-widely used by the community).

This approach will be applied to existing large-scale real datasets such as NARPS (Botvinik-Nezer et al., 2020), the Human Connectome Project (Van Essen et al., 2013) and the International Neuroimaging Data-sharing Initiative (Mennes et al., 2013; Milham et al., 2018).

Principales activités

Compétences

Required skills

- Masters in computer science or any field related to data science or biomedical engineering.
- Strong interest in medical imaging
- Excellent programming and software engineering skills (including ability to use version control)
- Very good understanding of English
- Ability to work well in a team and exchange and share ideas with other members
- Well-organised with project-management skills

Desirable

- Prior experience with processing of neuroimaging data
- Experience in programming in Python

For more information

Informal inquiries can be sent to Dr. Camille Maumet and Dr. Elise Bannier (see above). General information on INRIA and on the Empenn team are available on the respective websites (see above).

Avantages

- Subsidized meals
- Partial reimbursement of public transport costs
- Possibility of teleworking (90 days per year) and flexible organization of working hours
- Partial payment of insurance costs

Rémunération

Monthly gross salary amounting to 2082 euros for the first and second years and 2190 euros for the third year

Informations générales

- Thème/Domaine : Neurosciences et médecine numériques
- Ville : Rennes
- Centre Inria : Centre Inria de l'Université de Rennes
- Date de prise de fonction souhaitée : 2024-09-01
- Durée de contrat : 3 ans
- Date limite pour postuler : 2023-11-19

Contacts

- Équipe Inria : EMPENN
- Directeur de thèse : Maumet Camille / camille.maumet@inria.fr

A propos d'Inria
Inria est l'institut national de recherche dédié aux sciences et technologies du numérique. Il emploie 2600 personnes. Ses 215 équipes-projets agiles, en général communes avec des partenaires académiques, impliquent plus de 3900 scientifiques pour relever les défis du numérique, souvent à l'interface d'autres disciplines. L'institut fait appel à de nombreux talents dans plus d'une quarantaine de métiers différents. 900 personnels d'appui à la recherche et à l'innovation contribuent à faire émerger et grandir des projets scientifiques ou entrepreneuriaux qui impactent le monde. Inria travaille avec de nombreuses entreprises et a accompagné la création de plus de 200 start-up. L'institut s'efforce ainsi de répondre aux enjeux de la transformation numérique de la science, de la société et de l'économie.

Attention: Les candidatures doivent être déposées en ligne sur le site Inria. Le traitement des candidatures adressées par d'autres canaux n'est pas garanti.

Consignes pour postuler

Please submit online : your resume, cover letter and letters of recommendation eventually

Sécurité défense :
Ce poste est susceptible d'être affecté dans une zone à régime restrictif (ZRR), telle que définie dans le décret n°2011-1425 relatif à la protection du potentiel scientifique et technique de la nation (PPST). L'autorisation d'accès à une zone est délivrée par le chef d'établissement, après avis ministériel favorable, tel que défini dans l'arrêté du 03 juillet 2012, relatif à la PPST. Un avis ministériel défavorable pour un poste affecté dans une ZRR aurait pour conséquence l'annulation du recrutement.

Politique de recrutement :
Dans le cadre de sa politique diversité, tous les postes Inria sont accessibles aux personnes en situation de handicap.